
Discover the joy.
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Since we launched our first boat in 1996, we have been 
changing the game and challenging the boundaries of boat 
building. Today, we are recognised as the pioneers of luxury, 
high-performance jet tenders... and we’re just getting started.

Compelled by a desire to explore, we remain dedicated 
to evolving our craft through cutting-edge technologies, 
materials and processes that are fit for the future.

Built with passion, unrivalled expertise and exceptional 
craftsmanship, our boats are made to give you memorable 
moments on the water.

Discover the joy.

We make the 
world’s leading 
jet tenders 
so you can make 
the memories. 
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We are evolving our 
craft for a better future 
and we want you to 
share the journey.
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Introducing the MiniJet – Williams’ unmatched 
performance, reliability and stability distilled into one 
small but perfect package.

Lightweight and compact, the MiniJet fits any garage 
and many platforms of yachts 11m+. This means more 
yacht owners can experience the quality, comfort and 
sheer adrenaline rush they expect from a Williams 
tender – but in a size they might not.

Pocket
rocket.
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The world’s best 
yachts are built with 
Williams in mind.

The world’s best yachts are built with Williams in mind, making 
our jet tenders a seamless extension of your onboard life, 
designed to fit and perform exactly how you need them to. 

Our long-standing relationship with yacht builders means 
our tenders fit seamlessly with their garage systems, ensuring 
style, practicality and performance come as standard, but 
the experience of a Williams tender remains uniquely special.

Made for 
each other.
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Nothing compares to the thrill of getting behind the 
MiniJet’s wheel. Powered by a highly efficient BRP Rotax 
Ace 900 engine, it will easily hit 38mph (61kph) – rare for 
tenders this size. 

Because you’re low to the water, you’ll revel in every 
high-speed twist and turn. But thanks to its smart hull 
design, you can put the power down with confident, 
assured handling, so it’s all thrills and no spills for you 
and up to two other passengers.

Small but 
mighty. 
All thrills, no spills 
with innovative, 
splash-proof 
design.
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Power, precision 
and performance 
come as standard.
The adventure is
in your hands.
High-performance, powerful and 
fuel-efficient BRP Rotax engine.

Safe, high-torque jet propulsion system 
with no exposed propeller.

Delivers pinpoint accuracy at 
high or low speeds

BRP dashboard with detailed 
telemetry keeps you in the know.

Power limiter switch helps new drivers 
learn the ropes safely.

Incredibly durable Hypalon tubes ensure 
your MiniJet stands the test of time.
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LOA 

2.79m / 9ft 2in

BEAM 

1.54m / 5ft 1in

DRY WEIGHT 

210kg / 465lb

ENGINE  

60hp BRP Rotax Ace 900 Engine 

SEATING 

3 persons

OVERALL HEIGHT 

0.83m / 2ft 8in, 0.71m / 2ft 4in low profile setting

FUEL CAPACITY 

28 litres / 7.4 US gal

MAX. SPEED 

64kph / 40mph

TYPICAL FITMENT 

11m+ / 38ft+ Yachts

Where other smaller tenders have to make 
concessions between size and performance, 
the MiniJet doesn’t. Light, nimble and with super-
responsive, pinpoint steering, it’s just about the 
most fun you can have on the sea.

Made using durable hypalon fabric tubing, 
the MiniJet 280 is built to stand the test of time, 
proving that being small doesn’t have to 
be a compromise.

SPECIFICATION

Vinyl upholstery

BRP multifunction display 

Forward Facing Helm Seat 

Bow U-bolt

Footpump

Automatic fire extinguisher

Single Lever Throttle / Shift Control

Engine flushing point

Three point lifting pad-eyes

Two rear tie down points

Tube repair kit

Durable handmade hypalon tube 
with grab handles

NAVIGATION & ENTERTAINMENT

Navigation Lights 

FITTING & HANDLING

Towing Kit 

Quick Release Wheel 

White Chocks 

Tie Downs 

Lifting Strops 

Over Straps 

WEATHER PROTECTION

Overall Cover 

OTHER ACCESSORIES

Electric Inflator 

Battery Charger / Optimiser 

12v waterproof auxiliary socket

Stainless Steel Anchor 

Telescopic Paddle 

Mooring Rope Kit

Retractable Bathing Ladder 

Aft Stowage Bags 

Waterski Bridle 

STANDARD FEATURES ACCESSORIES
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Our connection to 
the ocean motivates 
us to design for a 
better future.

Learn more about our sustainability journey at
williamsjettenders.com
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T: +44 (0)1865 341134 
E: sales@williamsjettenders.com

Build your tender at williamsjettenders.com

Williams Jet Tenders Ltd  
Vogue Business Park, Berinsfield, Oxfordshire, 
OX10 7LN, United Kingdom

Specification subject to change without notice.  
Dimensions and weights given are for guidance 
only and are subject to variation. 

3 PERSONS


